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R ef lections on the B eat M ovement
M argaret L ynne Roecklein
Department of E nglish,

Gifu University,

F aculty of General E ducation,

N agara,

Gifu 501,

Japan

lt is a commonplace to obser ve that W estern civilization is dying, if not already

dead.

Such declarations have taken and do take many forms, in philosophic w ork

of the highest order, in various manifestations in all the arts, in political revolutions

and revolutionary movements, even in carelessly parroted statements in the popular
press;

a nd a nalyses a nd criticism s have p ointed thと finger of blam e in v ar ious w ays

at the VVestʼs bias for

the r ation a 1,

seen

as

a

r elationship

to the w or ld w hich

ca n

result only in despair, political and economic tyranny, materialism, individual isolation,

and spiritual deadness.

A nalyses have been unending, and among those movements

of action w hich have sought actually to change thesituation, most have been abortiye,
misplaced, or not sufficiently fundamental, all more form than substance.
of these movements initiated promising directions,

But a few

and l believe, the Beat movement

of the mid- 1950s to early 1960s in A merica is significant within this framework。
T he movement is in part a Hterary phenomenon, its central spokesman the poet
A Hen Ginsberg and the novelist J ack K erouac.

M ost were poets, notable

them also Gregory Corso and L aw rence F erlinghetti.

T hey read their

among

w orks in

numerous small coffee shops in San F ranciscoʼs N orth で
Beach area and had their
w ork published by sma11, sympathetic presses.

supported them, men like Kenneth ReχΓoth,
of whom were themselves Beats,

A

few

older,

established poets

K arI Shapiro, and Gary Snyder ( none

however) 。

B ut the primary goal of the Beats was social rather than literary,

for they

wished to create an intellectual and spiritual revolution that challenged “ squareness, ”

a w ord designating all the conformity to the prevailing mora1s and mores of society
in those “ E isenhow er years” of w hat analysts st111 see as gray, faceless people w ith

narrow, dishonest, and isolated souls, isolated j rom each other and from all true,
direct contact with reality.

T he opposite of this squareness and the essence of the

revolution w as to be in every action “ open to yjye, ” i.e., at every moment tt) embrace
everything of life in all its forms and variations openly, freely,

and wh01eheartedly.

T he B eats claimed that this way of nfe w as inspired by E astern thought, particularly
by Zen B uddhism.

( T hat several of their supporters like ReχΓoth and Synder were

weU- acquainted with the E ast and Buddhism gives some credence to their claim. ) ln
fact,

one of the novelistic embodiments of the advocated way of life is even titled

The D h(17m(1 Bums。
N ames often mislead,
in a letter to H enry M iller,

a catchw ord,

of course,

and in fact L awrence Durrell asks scornfully

“ A nd how can you not see that God or Z en is simply

as F reud was in our time? ” I
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F urthermore,

it is also true that,
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although the Beat writersʼ reliance on their

personal actions more than on their

literature to create a revolution in sensibility is neither surprising nor inconsistent
with Zen,

they in fact became “show men” of their w ay oH ife, putting on performances

of deliberately eχaggerated behavior played for all it was worth before an increasingly
sensationalist mass media.

W hat they embraced w as not everything, but everything

that the square A merican hated一 carefreeness, impulse, drunkenness, drugs, relatively
pr omiscuous seχ, profanity, joblessness.

G ain publicity they did,

and out of courts on morality charges.

W as L awrence Durren right? W as Zen only

but from being in

a Beat catchw ord? L et us eχamine On 伍e R oad, the novel written by Kerouac which
is commonly considered the best ahd most important °
portrayal of the Beat w ay of

nfe,

to see whether therein lies Buddhist inspiration and wherein it may be true or

fa1se.
Kerouac wrote On the Road Xn 195 1,

typing on large sheets of art paper run

continuously through the typewriter and without revision, a method which has been
the occasion for a large share of the total criticism of the novel. lt was first publish-

ed piecemea1, then in its entirety in 1957 and picked up by a public ready for such

a departure from the traditiona1.

Although in novel form,

the events

recorded

appʻarently occurred during Kerouacʼs actual travels over a three year span.

T he

novel is quite simple in format, being w ell within the picaresque journey genre.

T he

narrator,

Sal P aradise,

in his mid- 20s and with a divorce already behind him, is

moping around N ew Jersey and N ew

he meets Dean M oriarty,
prison.

Y ork trying to finish a book he is w riting w hen

five years younger than himself and just released

Sal abandons his w riting and undertakes various trips,

from

sometimes in the

company of Dean and sometimes simply f0110wing him. The novel details the physical
country he passes through, the m any people they m eet, and the for ming

and dissolvi ng

of various longer relationships during four cross-country trips made at a hectic pace
of driving,

partying,

and discussing.

presumably married for the last time,
only in disconnected,

Sal finally ends up in N ew Jersey again,
and Deatl,

almost Shakespearian

now the saint who either speaks

clownfoo卜 sentences or is silent in his

final achievement of some ecstatic insight into reality, just disappears into the W est,

a land as immgnse and unbenevable as Dean himself despite aU Sa1ʼs acquaintance
with it。

Salʼs acknowledged leader is Dean, so he is meant to be the living embodiment
of the Beat way of life.

That way of life is seen to be a search, and Dean goes

through several stages in both action and thought.

the “wild,

yea- saying overburst of A merican joyjʼ2

“Yes, Yes, Yes” ( 11) ,

A t first he is the madman of

His speech is punctuated

with

and he talks and talks, trying to gather every moment past

and present and maybe even future into one “ Y es” ( 42, 43) .

T he incessant talking

beconles rnore focused and he develops a consuming passion with time.

“W e

a11

know time” ( 9 5) becomes his prophetic message for a good part of the nove1, though
it suddenly changes meaning.

A t fir st it is translated ・into action as violent motion.

H e first starts talking about time while he is urging people to be up and going, for
there is no time to lose.

Death and life are in violent opposition.

A s they

begin

another trip he says:
“ T hen weʼil all go off to sweet life,

ʼcause now is the time and we all know time! ”

He rubbed his jaw furiously, . he swung the car and passed three trucks,
into dow ntown T estament,

he roared

looking in every direction and seeing everything in an arc
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of 180 degrees around his eyeballs without moving his head.

parking space in no time,

and we parked.

become absolutely mad in his movements;

same time.

B ang,

he found a

He leaped、out of the car ‥ .

He had

he seemed to be doing everything at the

lt was a shaking of the head, up and down, sideways; jerky, vigorous

hands; ‥ ・

( 95)

N otice the jerky sQntences with their abruptness and tension that mirror eχactly the

condition of the characters.

lt is Deanʼs tone for about two-thirds of the nove1.

M ost of the time this furious action on the road is motivated by a search for
what m ust be some kind of ultimate,

for Dean says,

ʻ“lf you go all the time youʼ11

finaHy get I T !ʼ” ( 106)

T old about one of Sa1ʼs dreams in which Sal is pursued by

a shrouded traveller,

Dean immediately recognizes death and refuses to have any

concern but only to drive on because “ʻweʼre all of us never in nfe againʼ” ( 103) .
A t this stage it seems to be death that defines time and time that defines life.
“to k n o w

death”

to r un b efor e it,

the in defatig able p ur suer ?

them to what is seen as a timeless land,

M eχico,

T heir

ls

last tr ip ta k es

and Dean declares that

“ʻM an,

this will finany take us to I T !ʼ” ( 2 17) .

1ヨ
3ut by the time they actually do go to Meχicoレ Dean has changed for the most
p art an d his I T

is redefined.

T he chang e occur s in a m om ent that m ight p ossibly

be justly called his satoTi eχperience.

Dean regularly becomes involved directly

indirectly with many women whom he and/ or his male friends abandon,
full of promises, and then abandon again.

or

return to

0 ne day they confront him together and

accuse him of irresponsibility, of thinking only of the seχ or money or fun people
can giveʼhim and then throwing them aside. Their strongest criticism is, furthermore,
that “ ʻlife is serious and there are people trying to make something decent out of
it instead of just goofing all the timeʼ”

( 1 6 0) .

B ut D ean only stands giggling, ʼ does

a dance during which a bandage on his thumb unrolls and becomes floppier

with

the motion,

yes,

yes, ʼ

grows uncharacteristically silent,

and then says continually/ “ Y es,

as though trem endous revelations w ere pouring into him

l am convinced they were,

( 161) .

all the tim e now , and

and the others sUspected as much and were frightened”

But though he tries,

Dean cannot succued in temng forth his vision,

and

he w alks out of the apartment and w aits downstairs until “ weʼd an made up our

minds about ljme” ( 16 1) .
Bitterness,

recriminations,

Sal isees him “ alone in the doorway, digging the street.
advice,

morality,

sadness- everything

w as behind him,

and ahead of him was the ragged and ecstatic joy of pure being” ( 16 1) .
8(1tOT1,

or

indiffer ence pr oduced b y

sh ock ?

ls this

S om e indication is g iven b y D ea n ʼs

future

changed behavior。

Henceforth, Deanʼs theme is “ʻA h, man, donʼt worry, everything is perfect and

fineʼ” ( 162) . Henceforth, too, it seems that Dean finally dissociates IT, the meaning
of nfe as gained through eχperiencing, from time.
by death,

Time is no longer seen as enclosed

and there is no longer the urgency nor the violent action.

reach M eχico City,

their goal,

something he never did before,

and he wakes only for a brief glimpse.

glimpse can be recaHed however in full detail and he says “ʻOh,
l do?

W hen

they

Dean is sleeping in the car while another drives,

W here wiU l go? ʼ” ( 246) .

L ord,

T hat quiet
w hat shaII

But there is no urgency and no follow- up;

the

ansxver is clearly nowhere and anywhere. They stay tiU dawn “in a field with a boy
in a str aw

hat w ho laughed and chatted with us and w anted to play catch,
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nothing ever ended” ( 248) .

T he moment is shorn of the pressures of past and

future, is self-existent. 0 nce, in the back of the car, Dean tries to explain to Sal that
the jazz musician reaches and communicates the I T at the moment when he gathers

up all the past ʻ“with such infinite feeling sou! -exploratory for the tune of the moment
that everybody knows itʼs not the tune that counts but I T ʼ” ( 170) , and he can explain

no further.

T hen Dean and Sal exchange episodes from their pasts until the car

is sw aying w ith the tw o of them “ to the rhythm and the I T of our final eχcited joy

in talking and living to the blank tranced end of aU innumerable riotous

angelic

particulars that had been lurking in our souls all our lives! ”ʼ ( 172) 。

T he moment now holds everything in itself,

an particulars and j l time,

Time then has no eχistence so thereʼs no need to w orry or be distressed.

“detachment from teleological consciousness” 3
m om ent for

D ea n h a s b een r eleased

from

1s a central concept in Zen.

an ything

or attachments or intellectual conceptions.

eχtr aneous like plans or

and
T his

T he
r eg r ets

L ife is the moment, complete and whole.

He says things like:
“ A h,

but we know time.

E verything takes care of itself.

l could close my eyes

and this old car would take care of itself. ”

( 132)
“I T is and we know T I M E and we know that everything is really F I NE . ”

( 172)
ʻT ve decided to leave everything out of my hands.”

( 206)
A nd in fact he does leave everything out of his hands in terms of pursuing and
planning.

A lthough “ to the blank tranced end” is a disquietingly ambiguous note,

these w ords are Sa1ʼs rather than Deanʼs,

sense of limited time.
and restrained,

and Dean himself no longer

shows aJ・ly

Sometimes he is stin hectic and noisy and sometimes quiet

but always now it is natural and tied to the conditions of each

present m om ent.

P erhaps he reaUy has p assed beyond death and life into the r ealm

beyond and underlying both.

W e see him last “in a motheaten overcoat he bought

speciany for the freezing temperatures of the E ast,

w alk 〔ing〕 o任 alone, ‥ ・ round

〔ing〕 the corner of Seventh Avenue, eyes on the street ahead, and bent to it again”
( 253) . lt is a quiet picture, a paradoxical nothing and everything of this person
who came across the country yet again only to see Sa1,

and then could not -talk

coherently to him.
T he preceding material may provide some basis for analyzing the B uddhism in
the novel.

Certain aspects do seem innuenced by it,

perhaps a rootedness in everyday, concrete reality.

the most important being

W hen Sal crosses the C olorado-

Utah border he sees “ huge gold sunburning clouds above the desert” thatʼ seem to
tell him that he should go on,

for he w as on the road to God; but he found himself

instead drawn to the concrete things about him:
A h we11,

alackaday,

l w as more interested in some old rotted covered wagons and

pool tables sitting in the Nevada desert near a Coca-C ola stand and where there

were huts with the weather-beaten old signs still napping in the haunted shrouded
desert wind,

saying,

here for yearsjʼ Y es,

“ R attlesnake B 111 11ved here” or “ B rokenmouth A nnie holed up
zoom!

( 150)
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T hat some of that detail is tawdry is typical of a number of such passages, probably
intended to shock the ordinary reader and as such part of the “showman” aspect
of Beat life,

but yet ordinary reality is clearly preferred to the elevated or the

rehgious or the standardly significant.

A nd Dean,

during one of their early trips,

declares:
“ E verything since the Greeks has been predicated wrong.
geom etry

and g eom etrical system s of thinking .

in his fist;

l tʼs all

Y ou canʼt make it with

thiぐ

H e w r apped his fing er

the car hugged the 〔 highway〕 11ne straight and true, ‥ . ʼ

( 99, 100)

:

T he characters immerse themselves in ordinary physical reality,

and though there

is almost ceaseless talk in most sections, it is not metaphysical or evQn psychological.

A

basic premise. of the Beats does seem to be that it is necessary to experience

things directly and concretely rather than analytically.

0 utraged critics have assailed

the Beats for the behavior portrayed in their lives and literature,

grollnds of irresponsibility as did Deanʼs women,

on what they call immorality ( usually seχual) ,

shiftlessness in not being settled and

having jobs, and mindlessness in the W estern sense.
is valued only for the fun it provides,

is only a search after sensation.

mostly on the

but also with a heavy emphasis
T hey assert that the eχperiencing

as evidenced by their unending motion w hich

E ven the kindest critics, men such as John Ciardi,

see in the Beat way of life only a rather harmless adolescent fling.

N or would a

tr ue B ud dhist a p pr ov e of B eat b ehavior l

a later

graph.

think ,

b ut m or e of th at in

T heir criticism would lie in quite a different direction,

p ar a -

l believe。

lt seems to me that the I T spoken . of so often is in fact the Dharma, the ultimate

reality,

and that through the influence of Buddhist thought the Beats have glimpsed,

however dimly,

that it resides not in what reason can affirm about “reality” but in

reality itself as directly eχperienced.
that it is within the self,
T his self- nature iS

P7ʼ可凹 即 ram汲z,
but,

T (1伍 (1t(1 ( Suchness)

l hich is the Buddha.

and SzzM d α ( E mptiness) ,

according to the

in a compleχ Γelationship whereby Td h(1t(1 designates the A bsolute

being not subject to relativity,

or the same as Szz7x
yd a.
life itself,

ln some sense there is even sonle axvareness

not the ego self but the “ self- nature”

is therefore beyond form and hence formless,

T his S脚x
yd a is always in and about us and in fact forms

but when it is sought it eludes us,

as indeed the characters in the novel

discover.

But in the very self- nature oI Ta匝 (1t(l, consciousness rises,

is know n,

the 7¯̀athata and

according to H ui- neng,

the siχth patriarch of Chinese Zen.

is more adequately described as this
natur e, ”

tha n

as

and when it

Szz7xyd α become one in the PTaj na ( W isdom )

m etaph y sical

or

chien- hS泌g or sd oパ,

religious

enlightenm ent

for the closest to it is the Christian mysticsʼ experience,

sαmαd肩,

W hat the Beats seek
that is,

in

“ seeing self-

the W ester n

tr a dition,

which always has highly

personal elements arising from the Christian relationship to a persona1 God。

Rather than emphasizing traditional morality, critics might better have noted that
the novelʼs characters are lost in the dhaT・ a,

of multiplicity,

that is, in the concrete dualistic w orld

which perhaps they mistake for the world oi Tathat(l 、

lt is true

that the characters aspire to accepting experience whole instead of w orrying it with

plans,

controls,

fears,

and endless eχplanations,

which is a Zen attitude,

but they

neglect the rigorous discipnne posited by Zen as the necessary road to enlightenment.
They exhibit anything but discipline in their frenzied pursuit of eχperience.
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m u st seem

laug h ab le to an y one w ho tr uly

respective w ays,

this w ay.

under sta nds

or

follow s

Z en.

ln

their

both large schools of Zen insist that enlightenment is not found

A pproaching from the standpoint oI D 胎 皿 C

nature seeing

itself ontolog icany

or

staticaUy ,

the

tso- ch゛a 71 ( zαz四 )

sch ool

v iew s

the mind as a mirror which is to be made absolutely clean of j L motions by sitting
in meditation until no thoughts arise.
o n e ʼs

N a tu r e .

l r o n ic a U y ,

th is

̀ lt is a gradual w ay of coming to see into

a cti v ity

is

an exercise in vacuity; the mind is seen
utterly negative.
positive concept,

c o m m o nl y

c o n c e i v ed

of

in

th e

W

est

as

as completely empty and the connotation is

( T he W estern mind is not conditioned to think of emptiness as a
especially not in philosophy.)

T he critics w ould have been

little

kinder to the Beats had they adopted this approach。
T here w as, of course, no danger that the Beats would have chosen meditation.
lnstead they are inspired by the teachings of the second major school of Z en.
lnterestingly, H ui- neng, mentioned before as the siχth patriarch, also felt that zaz四
led to the error of reducing the mind to nothing or to the error of considering the

sel卜nature as independent of the knower. 4

His condemnatk)n is clear: ʻ“There are

some people with the confused notion that the greatest achievement is to sit quietly
with an emptied mind,

161) .

where not a thought is allowed to be conceivedʼ” ( Suzuki,

Such practice of seeking to rid the Mind of darkness is itself a bondage,

he says,

because it is dualistic and the attempt to destroy the darkness futile,

resulting only in more subjection to んαΓ琲a.

dynamic action,

is PT耐na,

H e insisted that enlightenment is

a

that is,

intuited truth in which the seeing is itself the

functional se1卜nature ( Suzuki, 161) ,

but that P7ʼ好71ぶs grasping of E mptihess or

Suchness must be “ no-grasping,

191) .

a paradoχical statement w hich is inevitable” ( Suzuki

Thus we are ʻ“neither to cling to the notion of a mind, nor to cling to the

notion of purity,

nor to cherish the thought of immoveabilityʼ” ( Suzuki,

16 1) 。

Thus the state of gtx一尨 加 ( “ no-mind” ) is reached neither by banishing thoughts

nor by encouraging whatever thoughts come.

A nd it is evident from numerous

anecdotes that the same is true for all types of perceptions that arise in daily life,
whether emotional or physical or intellectual.
s ee nl s

be,

to

m ea n

n o n - a tt a ch m en t

to

th e

not to takè thought about them,

now

of

W hatever
life ʼs

is is;

s e n s a ti o n s ,

an

“no-mind”
ab m ty to

not t0 1et them arouse passions.

let

really
th e m

0 neʼs mind

is then:
disconnected from the present,
VVhen the past,

present,

and the events before your eyes are done aw ay with.

and future are thus in no way taken in, they are completely

done away with. W hen thoughts come and go, do not follow them, and your pursuing
mind is cut off.

W hen abiding ( with thoughts)

do not tarry in them,

and your

abiding mind is cut off。

( Ta-chu Hui-hai, in Suzuki, 196)
ln this sense,

the desired state seems very like that encouraged byI Christ in

Sermon on the M ount when he chides his listeners:
ous ove17 clothing?
l
●

the

“ A nd why should you be anxi-

See how the wild 1111es grow , they do not to11 0r spin, and yet

ten you that even Solomon in aU his g10ry w as not arr ayed Uke one・ of these.
●

●

Do not fret,

then‥ .

( M atthew 6: 28 ˜ 3 0) .

F r om out of this attitude one

can surely eχperience the meaning of that less cryptic than usua1 2£n remark that
before Zen is studied mountains are mountains and rivers are rivers,
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study mountains are more than mountains and rivers more than rivers,

but then

once enlightenment is attained the mountains are again mountains and the rivers
rivers,

but in a new and transformed sense.

Such detachment is utterly unrealized for the Beats,
recognized.

F or Sal,

the prototype of the searcher,

in fact seems ut狛rly un-

the only people are:

the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be

saved, desirous 6f everything at the same time, the ones w ho never
yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn like fabulous

yellow roman candles eχploding like spiders across the stars and in the
middle you see the blue centerlight pop and everybody goes “A www ! ”

( 9)
They are not truly detached because they have too much desire,
of everything,
word,

there is too much

whatever their sense of “ nothing mattersjʼ “ N othing” is a dangerous

and though “ nothing matters” sounds like a Buddhist concept,

it does not

really mean the same thing unle臨 buttressed by behavior tow ards everything that
shows detachment.

T he “ W ow !” response to all of life is shallow attachment.

ln

the face of this, l believe it must be demonstr ated that the Beats are not essentially

Buddhist ( partly for the sake of the image of Buddhism among the unknowing) ,
whatever may have been borrowed from it.

T he notion of nothingness has been

twisted into a vacuum into which all the de817e8 0f the moment,
endless んαΓmα,

can be poured and satisfied.

those sources of

L awrence D urrell further comments

on the B eats in this connection:
W hen under the pretence of destroying whatever is artificial一 idealizing
rhetoric, the mystical ethics of ʼperfectionʼ- people seek to sw amp themselves in the primitive flood of instinct, in whatever is primeval, form -

less and foul, they may imagine they are recapturing real life but actually they are being swept aw ay by a torrent of w aste- matter pouring

from the disintegration of the anciJnt culture and its myths. 5

A nd Suzuki,

from his standpoint of Zen,

says that “ A contentment gleaned from . ‥

a -t(lis8ez一
面 加e attitude of mind is a thing most to be abhorred.
in this,

but sloth and mere vegetation” ( Suzuki, 1 6) .

several times in his

77ze W Qy o/̀ Z 飢

T here is no Zen

A lan W atts makes the point

that Zen offers a method for freeing the soul

from the strictures of a tight social organization in societies which are much more
oriented to the social than W estern societies,

especially A merican society.

the B eats did want to free the genuine souls of people from social prisons,

often unknowingly endured,

T hough
all too

still they and their audience are part of a tradition of

values w hich places great emphasis on the individua1.

T he danger of mistaking

individualistic ego- gratification ( to introduce a psychological category not to be taken
too rigidJy)

for

em ancipation in the B uddhist sense is all too g r eat,

and cer tainly

this happened to some eχtent in the case of the Beats. E ven in the W estern tradition
few can understand and many mistake the meaning of a comparable freedom, that

embodied in the Christian idea “ 10ve God and do what you wiL ”
N onetheless,
enlightenment,

whatever “ sins” Dean is guilty of, it may be that he did eχperience

and l am inclined to argue that he did.

Suzuki observes that PT(1jna

functions when reasoning is seen as futile and the willpower is defeated ( Suzuki,

186) , so that Stz7びda suddenly faces one.
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if indeed he ever did trust the intellect,

during his scene with the women.
quieter,

and the latter is at a particularly low point

F rom that time on,

and as already observed also,

his behavior becomes much

he is no longer concerned about time, which

in the Z en w orld is an illusion anyw ay.

H e no longer w orries;

he is aw are of

countless things large and small around him but rarely shows the attachment he did

before,

not trying to control the events in his life;

conscious about his affairs.

and thus in a sense he is un・

ln that last image of him on Seventh A venue,

be that he shows the three major characteristics of Zen,
yet does

n ot have them

detached ( 切u一h81ng:

( 加冠一nten:

consciousness) ,

that

he is in

for m

and yet

no form) , and that he is non-abiding ( 吻7z一匹叩) , the last being

the most debatable perhaps.

contradictory,

no

it may

that he has thoughts and

T hat he continued to enjoy and suffer his w orld is not

for Mind is nke a tapestry with two aspects,

the dualistic mind of

the multiple w orld w hich delights in it but . which is also linked to the

and so is in contact

with the U nconscious, i.e., se1仁nature.

contact w ith all the conditions of life

Prajnc
L-mind

A pparently

he is in

in a d ir ect a nd unm ediated fashion at last,

th us

in “ no- mind,” and he w ould say “ W hen l am tired, l sleep” and “ W hen l am hungry,

l eat:ʼ Gone is the “ W ow ” and the “ Z oom” in favor of these truly simple w ords of

the practical language of the Zen koan and the patriarchal stories。
N o m atter w hat the view about D eari,

it is surely unarguable that none of the

other characters- nor the Beats themselves- seem to have become detached.

T hey

never pass beyond Deanʼs first and second stages of frenetic activity and hollow
words.

T hey do not balance time with eternity.

and theyʼ become√ in Suzukiʼs words,
at all fr ee,

n ot m aster s of them selves ,

of momentariness”

( 267) .

T heir moment contains no eternity

“ irresponsible in a bad sense, anti-mora1, not
for they ar e contr oned b y the conscjousness

Sal is incapable of detachment, either Buddhist detachment

or the ir onic or humorous detachment of the W estern tradition.

H e is caught by

h治tory and even more by his strong desire for a savior. Both are rooted in feeling
n ot quene d .

H e is ha unted b y

histo r y

and outer spaces as always sad.

an d

death

and feels the g r eat v oid

of in ner

T hese feehngs pervade the book and strike me

as quite untrue to Buddhism, despite Buddhismʼs essentially rather pessimistic attitude,
P erhaps it is because Sa1, unable to relinquish time in its form of history and in the
notion of a savior coming,

cannot ever transcend the pessimism;

the remedy lies

beyond his accomplishment。
T he most troubling thing about Sal as a character is his looking for salvation,
or rather his w aiting for it to be given to him.

where along the line l knew thereʼd be girls,

H e first sets out feeling that“ Some-

visions,

the line the pearl w ould be handed to me” ( 1 1) .
pathies here,

everything; somewhere along

T here are many Buddhist anti-

and from none of them does he recover.

H e frequently looks upon

Dean in various Biblical images such as the A venging A nge1,
F ather im ages are saviors,

too,

the seer,

the saint.

as when one night standing on the Continenta1

Divide in Colorado he imagines that aU anyone can do is “ ye1L ‥ across the night,
eastward over the Plains,

where somewhere an old man with white hair was pro-

bably w alking tow ard us with the W ord,

us silent”

( 47) .

A t the end,

and w ould arrive any minute and make

back in N ew Jersey,

he thinks of an A merica sliding

into the darkness of evening hour by hour and that nothing remains but grow ing

forlornly old.

Sal continues ever to look back ( or is it forward? ) into the places

he has already been and the dreams whose fulmlment he ever demands.
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T he fact that Sal is the narrator ,

and a first person narrator at that,

imprint m ost heavily on the novel.

E ven iL it can be argued that D ean reaches

enlightenment,

we are left with Sa1ʼs mediating voice primary,

leaves his

and it is in a condi,

tion of sadness brooding over thoughts linked throughout the novel w ith death.

basically unsmiling intensity and restless emptiness,
enlightenment to be given him,

belie a true “ B uddhist” attitude tow ard life.

is Sal w ho leaves the final impression artistically on the nove1,

1and thus,

the theoretical problems with the portrayal of B uddhism in the nove1,
accept the B eat w ay of life fr om

Despite these pr oblems,

Sa1ʼs

still w aiting for the “ pear rʼ of
Y et it
besides

it is difficult to

S a1ʼs testim ony .

however,

great though they are,

the novel and the Beat way of life had true significance.

l would 4ffirm that

A t the most elementary

level, enough of the writing is both energetic and lyric enough to make it enjoyable reading

( the vacuous eχclamations aside) .

0ften the tone and rhythm of America and its

people and its dreams is w onderfuny captured.

prose,

unpurpled but strong,

M ore than that,

T here are moments of lovely poetic

in the W hitman tradition.

the novel is important because it attests aspitations for a

dif-

ferent l汀e at a time when that was badly needed, a life more aware of other values,
of people, and of the land, whatever the indifference sometimes shown them by the nove1ʼs
characters.

T he novel touched and brought out into the open a small but growing

groundsw ell of desire for freedom from a life that cut off so much of joy and enjoym ent;

for

fr eed om

fr om

the h yp ocr isy or

b on da g e of w a nting to

allow

m or e fa cets

of life to have freer play but feeling it impossible, unAmerican, or irreligious to act
on those feelings.

T he Beats, l think, helped give form and impetus to these desires.

T hey were “ forerunners” of the “ greening of A merica.” lt did not finally provide a
tr ue

alter n ate w a y

of nfe,

b ut it d id

m a ke p eople a xva r e of new

spurred on their efforts to form a new life in other directions.

v alu es

w h ich

th(?n

l think it not too

much to claim that in its aw areness and appreciation of the earth and even more in
its emphasis on naturalness and not analyzing,

together with thJ attendant underly-

ing B uddhist attitude tow ard N ature as being something of w hich man is a part rath・

er than to which he is oppoSed,

the Beat movement contributed to the now quite

large environmental and ecological movements.

A nd the Beat movement, perhaps more than any other, made people aware of
Buddhism peT 8e,
A sian w ays.

and by extension,

of other ways of looking at life,

E ven though the Buddhism in

particularly

0 7z
l 疏le R oαd maly be mistalken,

for the

first time many people heard of it and pursued its insights more thoroughly.

People

in larger numbers began to read D . T . Suzuki; A lan W atts, a lesser figure than Suzuki

but nonetheless truer to Buddhism than the Beats,
about 19 57.

branches,

founded and guided until recently by Shunryu Suzuki.

become the A merican way of life,
it.

became popular reading starting

T oday there is an active Z en monastery in California with several

Ciardi, in his typical w ry way,

of cour se,

Buddhism will not

but it has and will continue to modify

says “ perhaps the Beat Generationsʼ dabble in

Zen will even teach that detachment that leads to mercy and Compassionグ T here is
much in A merican life of attachment st111,

0f course,

but the values either explicit

or imphcit in Buddhism are making some difference in that life,
credit for this surely belongs to the Beat movement.
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